Loss of adrenergic regulation of cAMP production in the FRTL-5 cell line.
Rat thyroid cells in primary culture augment cAMP production when challenged with beta-adrenergic agonists; at 10(-5) M the potency is isoproterenol greater than norepinephrine greater than epinephrine. In analogy with human thyroid cells, rat thyroid primary cultures display alpha-adrenergic-stimulated cGMP production which inhibits TSH and norepinephrine stimulation of cAMP. Adrenergic regulation of cyclic nucelotide production is lost in the cloned thyroid cell line of rat origin known as FRTL-5. Also the potentiating effect of phentolamine on TSH stimulation of cAMP production in thyroid primary culture becomes an inhibitory one in the FRTL-5 cells. Neither 'soluble factors' nor contamination of other cell populations could account for the different behaviour of the primary culture and the cell line toward adrenergic regulation. The reported activation by norepinephrine of iodide efflux in FRTL-5 cells rules out the loss of specific adrenergic receptors in the FRTL-5 cells. It is proposed that the cloning of FRTL-5 cells from primary cultures causes an 'alteration' in the coupling of adrenergic receptors to the adenylate cyclase system. This alteration does no affect those mechanism of message transduction that do not involve cAMP as the signal.